Spectrum awarded prestigious
window cleaning contract with the
Mercury shopping centre in
Romford
September 11, 2012
London, UK (RPRN) 09/11/12 —
Spectrum Window Cleaning, One
of London’s leading commercial
window cleaners, today
announced the successful award
via AEJ Management to carry out
major cladding cleaning at the
Mercury shopping centre in
Romford in September.
Lucian Ivan, Managing Director, at Spectrum Window Cleaning commented;
“Spectrum’s appointment with the Mercury shopping centre in Romford
further demonstrates the trust and regard that the team at Spectrum is held in.
He goes on to say “We are delighted to be working with the AEJ and the
Mercury Shopping Centre in Romford, and look forward to a great long term
relationship.
With recent investments in technology and the innovation of new techniques
Spectrum are able to offer a faster, more efficient and cost effective approach
to cladding cleaning to customers like the Mercury shopping centre. This new
innovative approach allows Spectrum to compete more effectively against
established incumbents and helps it win new prestigious clients.

Spectrum Window Cleaners are a specialist London based commercial
window cleaning company covering the full range of window cleaning
services, ranging from abseil window cleaning or access platforms to
cleaning with the latest reach and wash systems, which can now reach
windows up to 92ft.
The Mercury Shopping Centre located in Romford is one of the region's top
shopping destinations. With many leading brand name shops, including a
wide range of fashion and lifestyle retailers, as well as many independent
names, there is something for all shoppers. Creating an appealing and clean
environment keeps the visitor shopping experience enjoyable and keeps
people coming back.
For further information on carrying out commercial window cleaning in
London, visit www.spectrumwindowcleaning.co.uk
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